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Abstract: The relationship between Lean Manufacturing and Environmental
Performance has attracted much debate but at the same time lack of empirical
evidence leaves haphazard opinions on this matter. The objective of this paper
is therefore to provide some insight into the impact of Lean Manufacturing on
Environmental Performance and the existing relationship of these two concepts.
Four semi-structured interviews with industrial and academic experts provided
a solid ground to suggest that the relationship does exist, despite the fact that
these two concepts were developed independently from each other. Being the
exploratory nature of this study and its purpose to ignite further research, it does
not employ a quantitative approach. The results of this study can help managers
to better understand and concurrently tackle both the economic and environmental challenges faced by their organizations.
Keywords: Lean Manufacturing, Environmental Performance, Value, Wastes
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Introduction

In the presence of growing competition, depleting resources, rising costs, and escalated concerns for the environment, businesses have been pushed to explore new ways to
maximize efficiency and effectiveness by developing new philosophies/ methods to
improve production/ services while at the same time minimizing the negative impact
of the operations on the environment. After the World War II, Toyota was faced with
fierce competition by its US rival car manufacturers [1], and in order to keep themselves operational in excelling manner, it developed the Lean Manufacturing (hereafter referred as LM) framework [2]. Since then, the concept has been widely appraised
and adopted by a wide range of companies and industries around the world [1,3] to
improve the competitive edge [4] for their businesses.
There are numerous approaches that constitute the structure of a lean system, e.g.
Total Quality Management, Just-in-Time [5], Kanban, and Jidoka [6]. Lean helps to
identify and eliminate non-value added activities and optimize performance [7].
Hence, organizations implement lean in order to increase production flexibility and
improve product quality while keeping costs low [8].
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For the lean theory, wastes refer to any activity that do not add value [7], whereas
from an environmental perspective waste refers to the unnecessary consumption of
resources and/or release of harmful substances into the environment, creating a negative effect on this and human health [9]. For example, waste of overproduction – producing without demand – is waste of resources/ energy. Thus, an organization implementing lean is not only reducing cost, but is contributing to resource preservation.
The attention to the relationship between lean and green has gained momentum recently [1]. However, the academic literature examining the impact of LM on environmental (also known as ‘green’) performance still remains in early stages [1,10].
Thus, the aim of this article is to investigate the relationship and impact of LM on
Environmental Performance and the existing relationship of these two concepts. In
this way, this article mainly focuses on the meaning of the green concept waste so as
to investigate the relationship between LM and environment. Moreover, only the original seven manufacturing wastes, as defined by Toyota, are considered in this study.
The study in this article provides a brief overview of the literature to explore the relationship between seven wastes identified under the lean philosophy and environmental performance (hereafter referred as EP). Each of the manufacturing wastes that
lean attempts to reduce is somewhat associated with EP. Hence, attention is focused
on if and how lean creates more environment friendly production processes.

2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Lean Manufacturing
The development of LM dates back to as far as 1927, when the embryonic idea was
laid out by Henry Ford [11]. However, its more rigorous development has been associated to the Toyota Production System [1]. John F. Krafcik was the first to coin the
term ‘Lean Production’ [7,12]. Lean’s unique blend of focusing on reducing waste
and maximizing value attracted the attention of business practitioners to adapt this
approach [13] and has hence gained tremendous magnetism in the US since the 1960s
[11]. Scholars also believe that Lean is not just related to manufacturing as it is mostly known for, but is a business culture [14]. The Toyota’s LM system identifies 7
types of wastes, and an addition to those seven wastes was made by Jeffery K. Liker
[15]. These wastes are in the area of; (1) Overproduction, (2) Waiting (time on hand),
(3) Unnecessary transport, (4) Over processing or incorrect processing, (5) Excess
inventory, (6) Unnecessary movement, (7) Defects, (8) Unused employee creativity.
Despite its mass appraisal/ adoption in manufacturing and service industries, and
by academics, there is a lack of agreement for a common definition of the concept
[11, 16]. Thus, it becomes hard to define its overall goals [17]. However, LM is a
major contributor to revolutionize businesses in their pursuit of doing more with less,
while preserving value [14]. At the core of Lean, waste is defined as any non-value
adding activity [18], and the focus is to promote a continuous improvement culture
[14] and customer value enhancement by eliminating waste [7].
2.2 Metrics of Environmental Performance
The World Economic Forum (WEF) developed the Pilot EP Index in collaboration
with Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy, and Center for International
Earth Science Information Network of Columbia University [19]; utilizing 4 dimen-
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sions (see Table 1) to measure the EP of any institution. The Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) [20] in the UK also used similar
measuring dimensions (see Table 1). The Global Environmental Management
Initiative (GEMI) [21] in the US identified a longer list of measures being used by
companies surveyed by them. This list does covers the 8 th waste of Lean identified by
Liker [15], however the dimensions mentioned revolve around the four core aspects
identified by WEF and DEFRA (see Table 1).

Dimensions of measures in use for environmental performance metrics.

Table 1. Dimensions used by different organization to measure EP.
WEF
Air Quality
Water Quality
Land Protection
Climate change

DEFRA
Emission to Air
Emission to Water
Emission to Land
Resource use

GEMI
Permitted Air Emission
Amount of water used
Quantity of toxic chemical released
Amount of hazardous waste generated
Number of recordable injuries/ illnesses
Number of lost workday cases
Number of notices of violation
Type/volume of non-regulated materials recycled
Type/volume of non-regulated materials disposed
Amount of dollar fines
Number/ type of reportable releases
Amount/ type of fuel used
Total annual EHS operating costs
Number of regulatory inspections
Ozone depleting substance use
Total annual EHS capital costs

Overall, it would be correct to say that the four common dimensions of air, water,
climate, and land, mentioned in Table 1 are at the core of the measurement of EP [22]
in any organization. However, it is important to understand that the choice of
measures would depend directly on the type of industry/ organization and their activity. Some indicators are common, as mentioned above, whereas others might be
unique to a specific industry [21]. Therefore this research takes the basic general
overview of EP measures and explore its relationship with LM.
2.3 The Interaction between Lean and Environment
There is both positive and negative opinions on the matter of the interactions between
LM and Green under the realization that the core focuses of Lean and Sustainability
are different [23]. However, scholars do believe that the LM and Green approaches
are conceptually similar [24] and that Lean’s focus on the reduction of waste, in itself,
proves its positive environmental effect [23]. Therefore, the alignment of LM and
Green seems natural [25]. Consequently, the term Green Lean has emerged [26].
While it is true that LM does seem to have a direct relationship with EP, it is also
evident that the environmental aspect has not been the core reason for the development of LM [27, 28], and that initiatives of EP (Green) and LM have been developed
independently from each other [29].
Regardless of the core reasons for the development of LM and Green, and the fact
the two cannot be perfectly combined [25], scholars agree that there are synergetic
opportunities between lean and sustainability [23] and that they are concurrent and
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can effectively work together [23]. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [8]
published a report referring to a strong linkage between LM and its impact on the
environment. There is a shortage of in-depth research on their correlation and output
[1], as well as the empirical evidence is sparse [10]. As a result of that, this paper
further examines this with empirical evidence.
It is evident that the implementation of LM is not with concerns for the environment but is for business improvement. Scholars did raise concerns regarding the cost
of improving EP initiatives being high may undermine the economic sustainability of
the business [30]. But authors do agree that LM, alongside improving industrial performance, also contributes to environment performance improvement [10, 31].
Figure 1 below portrays the authors’ understanding in light of the published articles
and empirical evidence explored in this study, about the relationship between LM’s 7
areas of waste and the 4 core dimensions to measure EP. The 8th waste of lean, unused
employee creativity, has not been included as it’s not directly linked with EP, although indirectly it does play a role in assessment and policy development for EP.
Overproduction
Air
Waiting
Transport

Water

Over processing
Inventory

Climate

Movement
Land/ Resources
Defects
Fig. 1. Relationship between Lean’s 7 wastes and Environmental Performance Measures

3

Research Method

The scope of this paper is to explore the impact of LM on EP and their relationship.
For this purpose, empirical evidence and opinions were collected from industrial
leaders/ practitioners from China and Hong Kong. Four interviewees were carefully
selected to represent a diverse range of industrial backgrounds/ experience, and were
interviewed independently from each other. A brief profile of the research participants
is presented in Table 2. Names of the individuals, and their companies, are kept anonymous under a confidentiality agreement.
The interviews were conducted via Skype and were audio recorded. Since all respondents were from different industries, it would be complex to compare their responses but at the same time it does give a good diversified understanding and eliminates bias.
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3.1 Research Question/ Framework of the Study
A questionnaire that consisted of 16 open ended questions was developed, with two
major dimensions in focus on which the whole of this study hinges:
1. Are Lean and Environmental Performance related?
2. Does lean impact/ improve environmental performance?
Table 2. Research Participants Profile
ParticPosition
ipant
Project
A
Manager
Project
B
Manager
C
Director
Associate
D
Professor

4

Industry
Affiliation
Food

Experience
Over 8 years of experience in implementing LM principles in
production/ processing industry

Machinery Production Over 10 years of industrial experience on LM
Garments accessories Over 17 years of industrial experience on LM
Over 22 years of experience as Researcher on Lean ManufacTextiles/ Academic
turing

Results and Analysis

The interviews helped to collect primary data from industry leaders/ practitioners. The
responses provided a glimpse of diverse opinions on the matter and yet uniformity to
some extent as well. The collected results are summarized in four dimensions (see
Figure 2) highlighting the core essence of this study, and are discussed below.
4.1 Are Lean and Environmental Performance Related?
The respondents’ opinion leads to
LM & EP
an inconclusive estimation about
are related
4
the relationship between LM and
3
EP, except for one respondent
whose opinion was based upon
2
Are 7
implementation perspective, rather
1
wastes
LM impacts
than their rational nature. The rea0
related to
EP
son to base their inconclusive opinEP
ion was the very core reasons for
the development of these concepts.
The respondents believed that
the development of both concepts is
EP impacts
independent and irrespective of
LM
A
B
C
D
each other and with very different
focuses, one being on production/ Fig. 2. Summarization of results in four Dimensions
service optimization in a cost effective manner and the other being on environmental improvement, with a much
broader prospective than just the economic benefit. However, they do believe that in
the practical output they do seem to relate, and this is discussed further.
4.2 Does Lean Impact/ Improve Environmental Performance?
All the respondents acknowledge the positive contribution of LM towards EP. Some
of the views are as follows:
 Implementing lean does foster EP.
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 EP improvement is an added/ bonus feature of LM.
 Some examples shared by respondents are:
o Usage of plastic pallet instead of wooden one was adopted under lean due to
short lifecycle and less durability of wooden pallet. This did improve EP by utilizing reusable material (plastic) and preserving resources by not using wood and
not burning it at the end of life cycle.
o Reduction in transportation of material has a dual effect. Positive effect by optimizing the operation time, reducing cost, as well as reducing emissions. But at
the same time, lower inventory requires more frequent deliveries, thus an increase
in emission, but it does balance itself by decreased/delayed resource extraction,
and no stagnation of material in storage.
o The food industry greatly benefits from LM, as by adopting JIT principles it minimize the obsolescence and wastage contributing to environmental pollutants.
o Another respondent highlighted the indirect impact on EP through the utilization
of Kanban systems to optimize information flow and reduce the usage of energy
by avoiding over processing or incorrect processing.
o With reference to one of the participants’ responses, the design of assembly/ production line affects efficiency. In general, a U-shaped assembly line system is
given appraisal by participants, which is also highlighted by scholars [32]. It can
improve efficiency by reducing motion within the processes, increase labor
productivity by using less people to do the same work - so as to reduce the usage
of natural resources and loss of other potential usage.
o By applying the TQM and Lean approaches, the possibility of defective product
is minimized to the maximum possible extent, thus resulting in the preservation
of natural resources and energy utilized for production.
In general, the environmental impacts of allocation of inventory, volume of production and defects have a strong linkage to the lean strategy.
4.3 Does Environmental Performance Impacts Lean?
The respondents tended to have negative opinion about EP impacting LM. Based on
their opinion, businesses are more concerned with economic performance and would
only (or mostly) act to improve EP if the regulatory authorities require so or otherwise
if they come implicit in the management philosophies such as in the case of LM.
One respondent described implementation of lean in relation to the cost charged by
the government, for the amount of polluted water released from their production facility and the need to keep it low. Therefore, the regulatory institutions with the EP goals
of reducing polluted water and by placing cost on its disposal, resulted in the company adopting Lean. But such scenarios may not be very common. Mostly its other way
around, where business improve EP to increase their market share or that EP come
inherent within the optimization of operations through implementation of Lean.
4.4 Are 7 Wastes of Lean Related to Dimension of Environmental Performance?
Participants believe in the synergies between LM and EP but there are mixed reasoning on the linkage between the seven wastes of Lean and the four dimensions of EP.
Participants reason that LM might not always contribute to EP, as is the case with
frequent deliveries, discussed above. Also, in the food industry and other operational
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facilities, water and other chemical fluids are used for cleaning equipment, which has
to be done at least daily and sometimes several times a day. Thus, LM processes requiring frequent cleanup result in the release of more polluted liquid waste. Another
participant argued that by doing so, process efficiency/ accuracy is achieved which
indirectly links to EP.
Finally, all the respondents suggested that LM has no relationship with toxic pollutants. If the regulatory authorities do not allow their usage or cap it to specific limit,
industries will have to follow the guidelines.

5

Conclusion

This article provides an overview of the conceptual understanding of LM, EP, and
their relationship. The qualitative analysis of empirical data collected through in depth
interviews has provided understanding from the practitioners’ point of view. Based on
the survey results, it would be correct to say that both the LM and EP are interlinked
to some extent but their development and implementations are done with totally different focuses. However given the dual nature of LM, it might be best for institutions
promoting EP among industries to highlight LM as an enabler/ approach in order to
be more appealing and motivating to businesses. Due to the limitation of small sample
size of interviewees, the study results cannot be generalized. Further research is highly recommended to expand the understanding and strengthen the implications of these
two concepts to each other.
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